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Consistent Strain-Based
Multifidelity Modeling for
Geometrically Nonlinear
Beam Structures
Conventional multifidelity modeling for slender structures such as folding-wing aircraft
and offshore wind turbines does not allow the generation of multiple fidelity models that
consistently use the same external force model, which complicates simulation program
and design process. Although consistent absolute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF)-
based multifidelity modeling was recently proposed to address this inconsistency, it still
has the following four problems: (1) a large number of generalized coordinates, (2) a
large number of Lagrange multipliers, (3) difficulty in constraining high-frequency axial
deformation, and (4) a lack of lower-fidelity models. The lower-fidelity models that have
not yet been developed are torsion-only beam, extension-only truss, and bending-only
beam models. The objective of this study was to develop a novel consistent strain-based
multifidelity modeling framework that addresses these problems by leveraging new
vector–strain transformations from ANCF to the strain-based beam formulation. We
employed a hydrodynamic force model based on Morison’s equation as an example to
demonstrate all fidelity models obtained from the proposed strain-based framework con-
sistently use the same external force model. We conducted five simulations to verify the
proposed models. The consistent external force model for the hydrodynamic force was
then validated by comparison with experimental data. The simulation results concurred
with those of conventional models and experiments. Low-fidelity models exhibited over
98% reduction in calculation time compared to high-fidelity models, which helps in con-
ceptual and initial designs that require a large number of parametric simulations.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4055310]

1 Introduction

Next-generation multibody systems contain slender compo-
nents, for example, the high-altitude pseudo-satellite or high-
altitude platform station (HAPS) [1,2] illustrated in Fig. 1. The
HAPS orbits for several months using solar energy generated
from the solar panels on its slender wing. To enhance solar power
generation, the HAPS has a folding wing connected by a hinge
joint. Also, the folding wing is expected to be used for next-
generation airliners to alleviate the gust load [3,4] and for Mars
airplanes to reduce the packaging area in spacecrafts to carry it
[5]. Another example is an offshore wind turbine [6] composed of
a slender blade, a tower, a shaft, and a monopile/mooring cable,
as shown in Fig. 2. These structures undergo geometrically non-
linear deformations and large rigid-body motion. The numerical
models that account for these dynamics are in high demand for
both component-level structural analysis and system-level multi-
body analysis because experiments that simulate aerospace and
offshore environments are difficult and expensive.

1.1 Multifidelity Modeling. Although a high-fidelity flexible
beam model that considers axial, bending, and torsional

deformations is suitable for slender structures, lower-fidelity mod-
els with a lower computational cost are also useful for conceptual
and initial design stages, which require numerous parametric sim-
ulations. After obtaining the conceptual or initial design from the
low-fidelity models, a high-fidelity flexible beam model is used to
refine the design in the subsequent stage.

However, the design process and simulation program tend to
become complex when different modeling methods are employed
for each design stage. This is because different modeling methods
require different external force models. Therefore, a consistent

Fig. 1 Conceptual diagram of folding wing aircraft
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multifidelity modeling approach is required. In this study, we
define “consistent multifidelity modeling” as a modeling frame-
work that can generate various fidelity models that share the same
external force model. This differs from conventional multifidelity
modeling, which only enables users to select one model from dif-
ferent fidelity models with different external force models. Con-
sistent multifidelity modeling is necessary for a more efficient
design; however, the different fidelity models available so far
have been developed separately.

1.2 Conventional Modeling of Folding-Wing Aircrafts and
Wind Turbines. In previous studies, rigid-body models have
been used for the deployment simulation of a folding-wing air-
craft. Obradovic and Subbarao [7] combined a rigid structural
model and an aerodynamic model based on the medium-fidelity
unsteady vortex lattice method (UVLM) to simulate the flight of a
folding-wing aircraft. Yue et al. [8] coupled a planar rigid-body
structural model and a quasi-steady aerodynamic model obtained
from a high-fidelity computational fluid dynamics solver to simu-
late the longitudinal motion of a folding-wing aircraft. Fujita and
Nagai [9] simulated the deployment motion of a Mars airplane
using a rigid-body multibody model and an aerodynamic model
based on static aerodynamic experiments. The model was used for
the parametric design of a folding-wing Mars airplane. Such a
rigid-body model has also been used to analyze offshore wind tur-
bine dynamics [10–12]. Al-Solihat et al. [12] modeled the nacelle,
rotor, and tower of a floating platform as rigid bodies. In another
study [6], they modeled the tower using a higher-fidelity flexible
model, which showed that multifidelity models are necessary for
wind turbine design. Wind turbine structural dynamic models are
often coupled with aerodynamic models based on the blade ele-
ment momentum theory or UVLM [13]. Morison’s equation is
commonly used to express the hydrodynamic force acting on the
components of offshore wind turbines [6].

The floating frame of reference formulation (FFRF) [14–16] is
widely used for modeling various flexible multibody systems
[17,18] and has been a primary option for generating a flexible
model of folding-wing aircrafts and offshore wind turbines. In the
FFRF, a local coordinate system is assigned to each body. Elastic
deformation is evaluated in the local coordinate system by assum-
ing a small deformation. Castrichini et al. [3] and Hu et al. [19]
evaluated the aeroelastic response of a folding wing using the
FFRF. Holm-Jørgensen and Nielsen [20] used the FFRF to model
a wind turbine blade, shaft, nacelle, and tower. Although the
FFRF is limited to small deformations, dividing components into
several substructures and connecting the substructures using a
multibody technique enables the FFRF to model a geometrically
nonlinear deformation [21]. However, this approach requires a rel-
atively large number of substructures. To express the large defor-
mation more directly, geometrically exact beam formulation has
recently been used for folding wings [2] and wind turbines
[22,23].

Geometrically nonlinear strain-based beam formulation [24,25]
is also a suitable option for modeling structures directly. The
strain-based formulation does not use position vectors or rotation
parameters to describe flexible deformation. It has a small number
of strain variables and a constant stiffness matrix. Even if the
structure undergoes a three-dimensional large motion, the strain
variables can be measured using embedded sensors, such as piezo-
electric sensors [26,27] and fiber optic sensors [28,29], which
facilitate parameter correlation between the simulation and physi-
cal models. Otsuka et al. [30,31] recently extended this approach
to multibody analysis with various joints.

1.3 Multifidelity Modeling Based on Absolute Nodal Coor-
dinate Formulation. As described in the aforementioned studies,
different fidelity structural models have been independently devel-
oped and used for each design stage or component. There is no
consistency in the different fidelity models with respect to the
external force model and variables, which complicates the design
process and simulation program. To address this complexity, we
proposed a consistent multifidelity modeling framework based on
the absolute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF) with internal
constraint equations in a previous study [32]. The ANCF devised
by Shabana [14,33] has gradient vectors as nodal coordinates
rather than rotation parameters, which provides the advantage of
describing a geometrically nonlinear deformation while retaining
a constant mass matrix and zero Coriolis/centrifugal forces.
Among the various ANCF elements reviewed by Otsuka et al.
[34], a fully parameterized ANCF beam element [35], which con-
siders axial, bending, torsional, shear, and cross-sectional defor-
mations, is commonly used for slender bodies.

In ANCF-based multifidelity modeling [32], internal constraint
equations [36–38] are imposed to eliminate nondominant defor-
mations. Consequently, a flexible Euler–Bernoulli beam model,
which removes nondominant deformations for a slender folding
wing (i.e., shear and cross-sectional deformations), and a rigid
body model are generated, whereas the models shared the same
external force model. In the previous study, we demonstrated that
the multifidelity models can be coupled with the external aerody-
namic force model based on UVLM in a consistent manner. Also,
these multifidelity models can be coupled with a higher-fidelity
aerodynamic model if necessary (e.g., the finite volume method
[39] or unsteady panel method with leading-edge separation [40]).
The simulation results were validated by conducting wind tunnel
experiments. However, ANCF-based multifidelity modeling has
four problems that need to be addressed.

1.4 Problem Definition. The first problem is a large number
of generalized coordinates. This is because the ANCF uses gradi-
ent vectors that contain norm information in addition to direction
information, unlike rotation parameters. The norm information
describes cross-sectional deformations that are relatively negligi-
ble compared to the torsional and bending deformations in many
slender structures. Additionally, the cross-sectional deformations
introduce high frequency dynamics, which hinders a stable simu-
lation. In addition, cross-sectional deformations require a volume
integral to derive the internal forces that prevent the usage of
ANCF beam elements for complex cross-sectional structures.
These inconvenient aspects of the ANCF were highlighted by
Gerstmayr et al. [41]. Although this problem can be solved by
ANCF/consistent rotation-based formulation (ANCF/CRBF) [35]
which transforms the gradient vectors in rotation angles via a
velocity transformation matrix, the elastic and inertial forces
become nonlinear. Kulkarni and Shabana [35] reported that the
calculation time of ANCF/CRBF is not always shorter than that of
ANCF. Furthermore, it is important to note that the model accu-
racy obtained from such velocity transformation may not be
retained when the assumptions (e.g., zero cross-sectional and zero
shear deformations) introduced in the transformation process are
not valid.Fig. 2 Conceptual diagram of offshore wind turbine
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The second problem is the large number of Lagrange multi-
pliers required. As the number of internal constraint equations
increases, the number of Lagrange multipliers required also
increases. Although this problem can be mitigated using the pen-
alty method [42] which introduces penalty forces instead of
Lagrange multipliers, the resultant equation that describes the
dominant deformation still contains redundant dependent varia-
bles. Moreover, the penalty method requires careful tuning of the
penalty coefficients.

The third problem is the high-frequency axial deformation. In a
cantilever wing configuration, cross-sectional and axial deforma-
tions are negligible compared to bending and torsional deforma-
tions. Therefore, a high-frequency axial deformation that requires
an unnecessarily small time-step should be constrained. The axial
deformation is defined by a continuous beam line between the ele-
ment nodes, and the internal constraint equations can be applied
to discretized nodes only. Therefore, ANCF-based multifidelity
modeling with internal constraint equations is not efficient in con-
straining axial deformation.

The fourth problem is the lack of lower-fidelity models.
Torsion-only beam, extension-only truss, and bending-only beam
models are the lower-fidelity models that are yet to be developed.
The torsion-only beam model is useful for analyzing rotating
structures, such as the propeller shafts of a folding-wing aircraft
and a wind turbine shaft. However, considering only the torsional
deformation requires numerous internal constraint equations to
restrict the other deformations. The extension-only truss model,
which is useful for analyzing extension response (e.g., earthquake
analysis of wind turbine towers), is difficult to obtain because a
local strain variable is necessary to define only the extensional
deformation of a spatially moving body. However, ANCF-based
models only have global variables (i.e., vectors defined in the
global coordinate system). The bending-only beam model, which
is useful for evaluating gravity-induced static deflection of aircraft
on the ground, is also difficult to obtain for the same reason as the
third problem, namely, the difficulty in removing the axial
deformation.

1.5 Research Objectives. In this study, we leverage the
vector–strain transformation [43] to develop a consistent multifi-
delity modeling framework that addresses the aforementioned
four problems. The vector–strain transformation converts the
ANCF to a strain-based beam formulation via a velocity transfor-
mation matrix that is not constant. This transformation enables
analysis with a smaller number of strain variables and a constant
stiffness matrix while retaining the straightforward external force
model using the ANCF shape function.

The objective of this study was to develop a novel consistent
multifidelity modeling framework that addresses the four prob-
lems associated with ANCF-based multifidelity modeling.

To solve the first and second problems (the large number of
generalized coordinates and Lagrange multipliers), we propose a
consistent strain-based multifidelity modeling approach. Various
fidelity models were obtained by selecting and applying one of the
novel vector–strain transformations to the fully parameterized
ANCF beam element. The same external force model using the
ANCF shape function can be consistently used for all fidelity

models. The strain-based multifidelity models are described using
a smaller number of strain variables because unlike the internal
constraint equation, the vector–strain transformation reduces the
number of generalized coordinates via a velocity transformation
matrix. The Lagrange multipliers related to internal constraints
are not required. Table 1 lists the proposed strain-based and con-
ventional ANCF-based multifidelity models alongside the corre-
sponding number of variables.

To solve the third problem (absence of the beam model without
the nondominant high-frequency axial extension), we propose a
novel vector–strain transformation. An Euler–Bernoulli beam
model without an axial extension is obtained by removing the
axial strain from the transformation equation. This model, with
the new vector–strain transformation, was named model S2.

To solve the fourth problem (the absence of the torsion-only
beam model and the difficulty of obtaining the extension-only
truss and bending-only beam models), we propose vector-strain
transformations that remove unnecessary strains. The models
obtained from the new vector–strain transformations were named
models S3, S4, and S5. For comparison, we also present an
ANCF-based torsion-only beam model—model A3.

The external force model for the proposed strain-based multifi-
delity models is more straightforward than that for the conven-
tional strain-based beam model [24,25]. This is because it can
express an arbitrary point on a body by linear multiplication of the
shape function and the generalized nodal coordinates of the
ANCF reconstructed from the strain variables. The external force
modeling for a point force, a point moment, and a velocity/
displacement-dependent aerodynamic force based on the UVLM
presented in our previous papers [32,43] can be used for the
proposed strain-based multifidelity models. In this study, we
demonstrate that the proposed strain-based multifidelity models
can consistently use the same external model for an acceleration-
dependent force. A hydrodynamic force based on Morison’s
equation was employed as an example of an acceleration-
dependent force. The application of the hydrodynamic force to
strain-based models was made possible by the proposed novel
vector–strain transformations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the conventional ANCF-based multifidelity modeling
framework. Section 3 describes the proposed strain-based multifi-
delity modeling framework. Section 4 describes the consistent
external force model for an acceleration-dependent force. Section
5 presents the simulation results. The efficiency and accuracy of
the proposed multifidelity models were verified by comparison
with those of conventional ANCF-based multifidelity models. The
accuracy of the proposed strain-based models considering an
acceleration-dependent force was validated using experimental
data. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. 6.

2 Absolute Nodal Coordinate Formulation-Based

Multifidelity Modeling

This section briefly describes the two conventional ANCF-based
multifidelity models [32] to explain their problems, namely, the
larger numbers of generalized coordinates and Lagrange multi-
pliers. Additionally, we propose the new ANCF-based torsion-only

Table 1 Multifidelity models with number of variables in the free-free boundary condition

ANCF-based Strain-based Application example

Euler–Bernoulli beam A1 [32] 17þ 17n S1 [43] 18þ 4n Various slender structures
Euler–Bernoulli beam without extension A2 [N/A] – S2 [Proposed] 18þ 3n Cantilever wing
Torsion-only beam A3 [Proposed] 18þ 23n S3 [Proposed] 18þ n Propeller/wind turbine shafts
Extension-only truss A4 [N/A] – S4 [Proposed] 18þ n Tower in vertical excitation
Bending-only beam A5 [N/A] – S5 [Proposed]18þ n Wing deflection under gravity
Rigid body A6 [32] 42 S6 [Proposed] 18 Folding wing in conceptual design

n: number of elements.
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beam model that will be compared with the strain-based multifi-
delity model proposed in Sec. 3.

The starting point of the ANCF-based multifidelity modeling is
a fully parameterized ANCF beam element. The element has two
nodes, i and iþ 1 (i¼ 1, 2, … n), where n denotes the number of
elements. The equation of motion for the beam is written as

M€e þ Felastic þ
@U
@e

� �T

k ¼ F; U ¼ 0 (1)

Here, M is a constant mass matrix, Felastic represents the elastic
force, U defines the constraint equation, and k is a Lagrange mul-
tiplier. The generalized nodal coordinate e can be defined as

e � ½ ðh1ÞT � � � ðhiÞT � � � ðhnþ1ÞT �T (2)

where

hi � ½ ðriÞT ðri
xÞ

T ðri
yÞ

T ðri
zÞ

T �T (3)

A superscript represents the node number. This approach has
12� (nþ 1) generalized coordinates per body. This fully parame-
terized element describes axial, bending, torsional, shear, and
cross-sectional deformations. In particular, the norm and inner
product of the gradient vectors represent the shear and cross-
sectional deformations. These deformations are not dominant
compared to the bending, torsion, and extension of the slender
structures considered in this study. Therefore, the gradient vectors
were constrained by imposing internal constraint equations corre-
sponding to the selected fidelity. In this section, the ANCF-based
multifidelity models named in Table 1 are presented (models A1,
A3, and A6). As explained in Sec. 1.4, it is difficult to obtain
model A2 (Euler–Bernoulli beam model without extension),
model A4 (extension-only truss model), and model A5 (bending-
only beam model). This difficulty is addressed by the strain-based
multifidelity modeling framework proposed in Sec. 3.

2.1 Model A1: Euler–Bernoulli Beam Model. To generate
model A1, the Euler–Bernoulli beam model, five constraint equa-
tions are imposed on each node

A1Ui ¼ ½ kri
yk � 1 kri

zk � 1 ðri
xÞ

Tðri
yÞ ðri

yÞ
Tðri

zÞ ðri
zÞ

Tðri
xÞ �

T

(4)

The norm constraint equations restrict the cross-sectional exten-
sion determined by the transverse strains ey � 1=2ðkryk2 � 1Þ and
ez � 1=2ðkrzk2 � 1Þ. The inner-product constraint equations
restrict the shear deformation determined by the shear strains
cxy � ðrxÞTðryÞ, cyz � ðryÞTðrzÞ, and czx � ðrzÞTðrxÞ. The number
of Lagrange multipliers used to produce the Euler–Bernoulli
beam model was 5� (nþ 1), whereas that of the generalized
nodal coordinates was 12� (nþ 1). Thus, the total number of var-
iables was 17þ 17n under the free-free boundary condition.

2.2 Model A3: Torsion-Only Beam Model. Torsional defor-
mation should be analyzed because a rotating structure, such as a
wind turbine shaft and the propeller axis of a folding-wing air-
craft, is subject to a large torsional moment. The torsion-only
beam model is efficient for this analysis. To generate the torsion-
only beam model, the following 11 constraint equations are
imposed on each node:

A3Ui ¼

A1Ui

ri
x � ri�1

x

ri�1 þ lir
i�1
x � ri

2
664

3
775; ði 6¼ 1Þ (5)

The second and third rows restrict the axial and bending deforma-
tions, respectively. To obtain degrees-of-freedom for rigid bodies,

Eq. (5) is not applied to node 1 (i¼ 1). Instead, the following con-
straint equations are applied:

A3Ui ¼
A1Ui

kri
xk � 1

� �
; ði ¼ 1Þ (6)

Because Eq. (6) comprises six constraint equations, node 1 has six
degrees-of-freedom that describe the rigid-body translation and
rotation. The total number of variables in model A3 is
12� (nþ 1)þ 11nþ 6¼ 18þ 23n.

2.3 Model A6: Rigid-Body Model. To generate model A6,
the body is first discretized into one element. The number of gen-
eralized nodal coordinates is 24. Subsequently, the following 18
constraint equations are imposed on the body:

A6Ui ¼

kr1
i k � 1; ði ¼ x; y; zÞ

ðr1
i Þ

Tðr1
j Þ; ði; j ¼ x; y; z; i 6¼ jÞ

r1
i � r2

i ; ði ¼ x; y; zÞ
r1 þ Lr1

x � r2

2
66664

3
77775 (7)

The first row, which comprises three constraint equations, restricts
the extensions at node 1. The second row, which also comprises
three constraint equations, restricts shear deformation at node 1.
The third row, comprising nine constraint equations, and the
fourth row, comprising three constraint equations, restricts the
axial, bending, and torsional deformations. Consequently, a rigid-
body model is obtained. The total number of variables for model
A6 is 24þ 18¼ 42.

3 Proposed Strain-Based Multifidelity Modeling

In this section, we describe our proposed strain-based multifi-
delity modeling framework. The fully parameterized ANCF beam
element was transformed into strain-based models with various
fidelities. When the gradient vectors are orthonormal, the slender
body geometry is defined using a curvilinear equation as follows:

@h

@s
¼ jh (8)

where j is composed of strains. In the proposed strain-based mul-
tifidelity modeling framework, j can be selected according to the
fidelity selected. Assuming an elementwise constant j within an
element of the slender body, the first-order differential equation
produces a recursive equation from nodes i to iþ 1:

hiþ1 ¼ ejiDshi (9)

The reference frame of Eq. (9) is defined at node i. The base vec-
tors of the frame are rx

i, ry
i, and rz

i, which are included in hi.
Because the reference frame is not a global frame like ANCF, the
inertia force becomes nonlinear in the proposed method. This
vector–strain relationship produces a velocity transformation
matrix defined as

B � @e

@q
(10)

The virtual works for the inertia and external forces are described
by the vector variables included in e of ANCF. Those for the elas-
tic and constraint forces are described by the strain variables and
root vectors included in q. Therefore, the total virtual work can be
defined as dW � deTM€e þ dqTKqþ dqTð@U=@qÞTk� deTFðeÞ:
Subsequently, we apply the velocity transformation that yields
€e � B€q þ _B _q and de¼Bdq [44] to this equation. Finally, assum-
ing that the total virtual work is zero for any virtual displacement
dq, we obtain
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BTMB€q þ BTM _B _q þKqþ @U
@q

� �T

k ¼ BTF; U ¼ 0 (11)

where

q � ½ ðh1ÞT ðe1ÞT � � � ðeiÞT � � � ðenÞT �
T

(12)

K is a constant stiffness matrix composed of cross-sectional
parameters or a zero matrix for flexible or rigid models, respec-
tively. On the other hand, the velocity- and acceleration-
dependent terms are nonlinear because the velocity transformation
matrix B is a function of q. Because ei has maximum of four strain
variables as shown in Secs. 3.1–3.6, the size of q is much smaller
than that of e in Eq. (2). Thus, the proposed strain-based multifi-
delity modeling addresses the first problem (the larger number of
generalized coordinates). q has vector h

1 (i.e., 12 variables) at the
root node 1 to represent rigid body motion. Six variables are
redundant in describing the rigid body motion. Therefore, the con-
straint vector U includes six internal constraint equations that can-
cel the effect of the redundant variables as observed from the
analysis performed by employing natural coordinate formulation
[45,46]. Consequently, the number of Lagrange multipliers
included in k is significantly reduced compared with that in con-
ventional ANCF-based multifidelity modeling, which demon-
strates that the second problem (the larger number of Lagrange
multipliers) is addressed. Equation (11) is free of the singularity
problem because it does not include rotational angles. Velocity
transformation based on curvilinear Eq. (8) enforcing the ortho-
normality of the gradient vector produces zero cross-sectional
deformation (i.e., zero Poisson effect) and zero shear deformation.
This is because the deformations are caused by variations in the
norm and inner product of the gradient vectors. Because of the
zero Poisson effect and zero shear deformation, the strain-based
beam formulation in Eq. (11) is free from Poisson and shear
locking.

In addition to the vector–strain transformation used to obtain
model S1 (an Euler–Bernoulli beam model proposed in our previ-
ous study [43]), five vector–strain transformations are proposed in
this section to produce model S2 (Euler–Bernoulli beam model
without extension), model S3 (torsion-only beam model), model
S4 (extension-only truss model), model S5 (bending-only beam
model), and model S6 (rigid body model).

3.1 Model S1: Euler–Bernoulli Beam Model. As shown in
our previous paper [43], j for the Euler–Bernoulli beam model
with an axial extension is defined as

S1ji �

I ð1þ ðexÞiÞI O O

O O ðjzÞiI �ðjyÞiI
O �ðjzÞiI O ðjxÞiI
O ðjyÞiI �ðjxÞiI O

2
66664

3
77775 (13)

Substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (9) yields the velocity transforma-
tion matrix S1

B. Consequently, the equation of motion of model
S1 in Eq. (11) has the elemental strain vector defined as

S1ei � ½ ðexÞi ðjxÞi ðjyÞi ðjzÞi �
T

(14)

Because Eq. (14) can describe axial extension in addition to bend-
ing and torsional deformations, model S1 is suitable for various
slender structures (e.g., slender structures with a fixed-fixed
boundary condition). The total number of variables is 18þ 4n,
which is calculated as the sum of 12 rigid-body degrees-of-
freedom, six internal constraint equations, and 4n strain variables.
When a fixed-free boundary condition is considered by removing
the rigid-body degrees-of-freedom and the associated internal
constraint equations for simplicity, the ratio of the number of

variables N of model S1 and model A1 is NS1/NA1¼ 4n/
17n¼ 0.24, which indicates that the proposed strain-based multifi-
delity model reduces the number of variables required.

3.2 Model S2: Euler–Bernoulli Beam Model Without
Extension. Model S2 without the nondominant high-frequency
axial deformation is an efficient option when a slender cantilever
structure (i.e., with a fixed-free boundary condition) is subjected
to bending and torsional forces (e.g., as in a wing). j for the
Euler–Bernoulli beam model without extension was defined by
removing axial strain from Eq. (13) [25]

S2ji �

I I O O

O O ðjzÞiI �ðjyÞiI
O �ðjzÞiI O ðjxÞiI
O ðjyÞiI �ðjxÞiI O

2
66664

3
77775 (15)

Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (9) yields the velocity transforma-
tion matrix S2

B. Consequently, the equation of motion of model
S2 in Eq. (11) has an elemental strain vector defined as

S2ei � ½ ðjxÞi ðjyÞi ðjzÞi �
T

(16)

The total number of variables is 18þ 3n, which is calculated as
the sum of the 12 rigid-body degrees-of-freedom, six internal con-
straint equations, and 3n strain variables. As shown in Eq. (16),
model S2 does not include the axial strain, which indicates the
third problem of the conventional multifidelity modeling (the dif-
ficulty in removing the axial deformation) is addressed.

3.3 Model S3: Torsion-Only Beam Model. j for the tor-
sional beam model without extension is defined as follows:

S3ji �

I I O O

O O O O

O O O ðjxÞiI
O O �ðjxÞiI O

2
664

3
775 (17)

Substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (9) yields the velocity transforma-
tion matrix S3

B. The equation of motion of model S3 in Eq. (11)
has an elemental strain vector defined as

S3ei � ðjxÞi (18)

Compared with a linear finite element model that only has inde-
pendent torsional degrees-of-freedom [47], the proposed torsion-
only beam model can describe rigid body motion because it has
rigid-body degrees-of-freedom defined by vector h1, as shown in
Eq. (12). Thus, model S3 is used not only for component-level
structural analysis but also for system-level multibody analysis,
while retaining a significantly small number of variables. The total
number of variables is 18þ n, which is calculated as the sum of
the 12 rigid-body degrees-of-freedom, six internal constraint
equation, and n strain variables. Considering a fixed-free bound-
ary condition, as described in Sec. 3.1, the ratio of the number of
variables in model S3 and model A3 is NS3/NA3¼ n/23n¼ 0.043,
which indicates that this ratio decreases as the fidelity decreases.
Therefore, model S3 addresses the fourth problem (the lack of the
torsion-only beam model), while addressing the first and second
problems (the larger numbers of variables) simultaneously.

3.4 Model S4: Extension-Only Truss Model. Axial defor-
mation is the primary focus of vertical excitation analysis (e.g.,
earthquake analysis of wind turbine towers or monopiles). If the
other deformations are constrained, model S4, which requires a
low computational cost and fewer stiffness parameters, is
obtained. To obtain model S4, j is defined as
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S4ji �

I ð1þ ðexÞiÞI O O

O O O O

O O O O

O O O O

2
664

3
775 (19)

Because model S4 uses a local strain variable as shown in Eq.
(19), the fourth problem of the conventional multifidelity model-
ing (the difficulty in obtaining the extension-only truss model) is
addressed. Following the same procedure as model S3, model S4
has:

S4ei � ðexÞi (20)

As shown in Eq. (20), the truss model is obtained more easily than
ANCF-based multifidelity modeling because model S4 uses local
strains rather than global vectors as variables. For the same reason
as model S3, model S4 can describe not only the axial extension
but also the rigid-body motion.

3.5 Model S5: Bending-Only Beam Model. Analyzing pla-
nar bending is necessary to prevent a slender wing bent by gravity
from colliding with the ground when an aircraft is on the ground.
If the other deformations that are not the primary focus of the
analysis are constrained, model S5, which requires a low compu-
tational cost and fewer stiffness parameters, is obtained. j for the
bending-only beam model is defined as follows:

S5ji �

I I O O

O O O �ðjyÞiI
O O O O

O ðjyÞiI O O

2
664

3
775 or

I I O O

O O ðjzÞiI O

O �ðjzÞiI O O

O O O O

2
664

3
775

(21)

Following the same procedure as model S3, model S5 has:

S5ei � ðjyÞi or ðjzÞi (22)

3.6 Model S6: Rigid-Body Model. To obtain model S6, the
body is first discretized into one element. Then, j is defined as

S6j1 �

I I O O

O O O O

O O O O

O O O O

2
664

3
775 (23)

Substituting Eq. (23) into Eq. (9) yields the velocity transforma-
tion matrix S6

B. Consequently, Eq. (11) in model S6 does not
have an elemental strain vector, and the elastic force term Kq dis-
appears. Model S6 proposed in this study has six Lagrange multi-
pliers and 12 variables in vector h

1, whereas model A6 has 18
Lagrange multipliers and 24 variables. Model S6, which has fewer
variables than model A6, enables a faster simulation.

4 Consistent External Force Modeling

As shown in our previous study on developing the ANCF-based
multifidelity model, the same external force model can be consis-
tently used for all fidelity models because they are generated from
the same fully parameterized ANCF beam model. This consistent
external force modeling approach is also applicable to the pro-
posed strain-based multifidelity models. External gravity, point,
moment, and aerodynamic force modeling based on the UVLM
was presented in our previous paper [43]. These external forces
considered in the previous study depend on the generalized dis-
placement and velocity. However, acceleration-dependent exter-
nal force (e.g., hydrodynamic force) models have also been
developed. The conventional strain-based model [24,25] has a

complex acceleration definition based on an exponential equation.
In contrast, our proposed multifidelity strain-based models can
express the acceleration vector of an arbitrary point on an element
i as a linear multiplication form of the ANCF shape function S
and generalized nodal accelerations reconstructed from strains
defined as €r ¼ Sðx; y; zÞ€hi, where hi � ½ ðhiÞT ðhiþ1ÞT �T. The
acceleration-dependent external force is easily obtained in the
strain-based framework by applying the vector-strain transforma-
tions after modeling the external force based on the straightfor-
ward ANCF acceleration expression. As an example of an
acceleration-dependent external force, hydrodynamic force mod-
eling [48] based on Morison’s equation was employed in this
study. The hydrodynamic model was first introduced in a 3D
ANCF fully parameterized beam element. It was then transformed
into a strain-based description via the proposed vector–strain
transformations. The hydrodynamic force acting on an arbitrary
point on the beam axis was defined by the acceleration-dependent
term fa and velocity-dependent term fd

f � fa þ fd

� qfA €U þ CaqfA €U � €rð Þ
� �

þ Cd

1

2
qfDj _U � _rj _U � _rð Þ

� 	

(24)

Here, qf represents the fluid density; A and D represent the cross-
sectional area and diameter of a beam, respectively; r represents
the position vector of a beam cross section; U represents the fluid
flow velocity; and Ca and Cd represent the fluid force coefficients
of acceleration and velocity, respectively. Here, the hydrodynamic
force acting parallel to the beam axis and fluid acceleration €U
were neglected in the same way as [48]. Consequently, the hydro-
dynamic force is expressed as follows:

f � fan þ fdn

� �CanqfA€rn þ Cdn

1

2
qfDj _Un � _rnj _Un � _rn


 � (25)

fan depends on the acceleration normal to the beam axis, whereas
fdn depends on the velocity normal to the beam axis. From the
geometrical relationship, the normal acceleration and velocity can
be expressed as follows:

€rn ¼ ðI� t� tÞ€r
_Un � _rn ¼ ðI� t� tÞð _U � _rÞ

(26)

In Eq. (26), t is a unit vector parallel to the beam axis. Because
the hydrodynamic force acts on the beam axis (y¼ z¼ 0), the unit
vector, acceleration, and velocity can be written as

t � rx

krxk
¼ Sx x; 0; 0ð Þhi

kSx x; 0; 0ð Þhik
€r ¼ S x; 0; 0ð Þ€hi

_r ¼ S x; 0; 0ð Þ _hi

(27)

Applying the virtual work principle, the generalized hydrody-
namic force is defined as

ðFanÞi �
ðl

0

STfandx � ðManÞi€hi

ðFdnÞi �
ðl

0

STfdndx � ðCdnÞi _hi

(28)

By adding these hydrodynamic forces to Eq. (1), and then apply-
ing one of the vector–strain transformations proposed in Sec. 3,
we obtain a strain-based model, which considers the acceleration-
dependent external force, defined as
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BT MþManð ÞB€q þ BTM _B þ BTCdnB

 �

_q

þKqþ @U
@q

� �T

k ¼ BTF; U ¼ 0
(29)

The advantage of the proposed method is that it can be consis-
tently used for all fidelity strain-based models.

5 Simulation Results of the Multifidelity Models

Five simulations were conducted to verify the proposed multifi-
delity models (models S2–S6). The consistent external force
model for the acceleration-dependent hydrodynamic force was
then validated by comparison with experimental data.

5.1 Verification of Model S2: Euler–Bernoulli Beam
Model Without Extension. Model S1 (the Euler–Bernoulli beam
model with axial extension) had already been verified in our pre-
vious studies by comparison with the ANCF cable element,
ANCF/CRBF beam element, corotational beam element, geomet-
rically exact beam formulation, and intrinsic beam element
[30,43]. Therefore, model S1 was used to verify model S2 in a
benchmark L-shaped beam problem [30,31,48]. The L-shaped
beam structure was rigidly attached to the origin of the global
coordinate system. The structural parameters of each arm of the
L-shaped beam were L¼ 10 m, EA ¼ 106 N, GJ¼EIyy¼EIzz

¼ 103 N m2, qA¼ 1 kg/m3, and qIxx¼ 2qIyy¼ 2qIzz¼ 20 kg m.
Initially, the L-shaped beam was placed in the XY plane. As
shown in Fig. 3, an impulsive force with Fz¼ 100 N was applied
to the elbow in the Z-axis direction. The explicit fourth-order
Runge–Kutta method was used to compare the models to avoid
the tolerance effect of implicit integration. Figure 4(a) shows the
time history of the strains at the root element obtained from model
S1. The extensional strain was negligibly smaller than the bending
curvature. Therefore, the benchmark problem was deemed suita-
ble for verifying model S2 without the extensional strain variable.
Figure 4(b) shows the displacement at the beam tip. Models S1
and S2 were in agreement, which verified the accuracy of model
S2. Subsequently, the calculation times of models S1 and S2 were
compared with the number of elements set to 5, 10, and 15. The
time-step value was set to be as large as possible while avoiding
numerical divergence, as shown in Table 2. Model S2 did not
cause numerical divergence even with a larger time-step, because
the high-frequency axial deformation was eliminated. Table 2
shows the calculation time ratio defined as TS2/TS1. Owing to the
reduction in the degrees-of-freedom and the large time-step,

model S2 exhibited more than 98% reduction in the calculation
time compared with model S1, which facilitates the efficient
design of cantilever structures. The primary reason for the effi-
ciency gain of model S2 was the two-order-larger time-step.

5.2 Verification of Model S3: Torsion-Only Beam Model.
Model S3, was verified by comparing it with model A3 and a lin-
ear model with only torsional degrees-of-freedom per node. The
torsional motion of a straight cantilever beam was simulated. As
pure torsional deformation was evaluated along with the rigid
body motion analysis, the structural properties employed in the
simulation were L¼ 10 m, GJ ¼ 103 N m2, qA¼ 1 kg/m3, and
qIxx¼ 2qIyy¼ 2qIzz¼ 20 kg m. A sinusoidal torsional moment
Asinxt was applied to the free end. A sinusoidal torsional moment
Asin(xt) was applied to the free end. The amplitude A was set to
0.01. The frequency x was set to 1.1 rad/s (i.e., the 1st torsional
frequency), which causes resonance vibration if the model is accu-
rate. Figure 5 shows the time history of the torsional angle of the
tip. The amplitude increased, indicating that the proposed model
S3 could accurately describe the resonance vibration. In addition,
model S3 was in agreement with model A3 and the linear model.

The motion of an L-shaped beam was simulated to show the
difference between the proposed model S3, model A3, and the
conventional linear model. The L-shaped beam in Fig. 3 was mod-
eled using models S3 and A3. A vertical force was applied to the
tip to produce torsional motion. Fz was set to 25 N. Figure 6 shows
the time history of the beam motion. The outer arm described by
models A3 and S3 underwent rigid-body rotation about the axis of
the inner arm, which could not be described by the conventional
linear model. This is because the proposed models have rigid-
body degrees-of-freedom, whereas the conventional linear models
do not. The results of the proposed torsion-only beam models are
expected to be meaningful from the point of view of safe-side
design because the proposed models can evaluate the maximum
torsion by neglecting other deformations (e.g., bending) with rela-
tively low computational costs. This description of rigid body
motion and torsion can enable models S3 and A3 to be used not
only for structural analysis but also for multibody dynamic analy-
sis. Figure 7(a) shows the time histories of the tip torsion of the
inner arm. Models S3 and A3 showed similar results. Figure 7(b)
shows the time history of the vertical displacement of the elbow.
Contrary to the results obtained from model S2 (Fig. 4(b)) the
results obtained from models S3 and A3 were zero because mod-
els S3 and A3 eliminated the bending deformation. Model S3

Fig. 3 Schematic view of L-beam structure

Fig. 4 Time histories of (a) root strains obtained from model
S1 and (b) elbow vertical displacement in an L-shaped beam
subject to a vertical impulsive force with Fz 5 100 at the elbow
analyzed using models S1 and S2 when the number of elements
is 10 per arm
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exhibited a 57% shorter calculation time than model S2. In addi-
tion, the calculation time ratio between models S3 and A3 was
TS6/TA6¼ 56%. This is because model S3 had fewer generalized
coordinates and Lagrange multipliers than model A3. Therefore,
the proposed strain-based multifidelity model was more computa-
tionally efficient than the conventional ANCF-based multifidelity
model.

5.3 Verification of Model S4: Extension-Only Truss
Model. Model S4, was verified by comparison with a linear
model with only an extensional displacement per node. We

simulated the extensional motion of the straight cantilever beam
used in Sec. 5.2. A sinusoidal extensional force Asin(xt) was
applied to the free end. The amplitude A was set to 1 N. The fre-
quency x was set to 157 rad/s, which is the first extensional fre-
quency that causes resonance vibration if the model is accurate.
Figure 8 shows the time histories of the tip displacement, where
the models express the resonance vibrations. Model S4 was in
agreement with the linear model, which verified model S4. Simi-
lar to model S3, model S4 is advantageous because it can describe
rigid body motion, unlike the conventional linear model.

Table 2 Time steps, calculation time ratio TS2/TS1, and number of strains variables per arm employed in the L-shaped beam
simulations

Number of elements per arm, n 5 10 15

Time step of model S1 2.0� 10–3 s 5.0� 10–4 s 5.0� 10–4 s
Time step of model S2 1.0� 10–1 s 8.0� 10–2 s 5.0� 10–2 s
Calculation time ratio TS2/TS1 1.7% 0.82% 0.68%
Number of strain variables 4n of model S1 20 40 60
Number of strain variables 3n of model S2 15 30 45
Integration method Explicit fourth-order Runge–Kutta method

Fig. 5 Time history of the tip torsional angle of a straight canti-
lever beam (inner arm only) analyzed using model S3, model
A3, and the linear model without rigid-body degrees-of-freedom

Fig. 6 Three-dimensional motion of an L-shaped beam subject
to a vertical impulsive force with Fz 5 25 at the tip analyzed
using models S3 and A3

Fig. 7 Time histories of (a) tip torsional angle of inner arm and
(b) elbow vertical displacement of an L-shaped beam subject to
a vertical impulsive force with Fz 5 25 at the tip analyzed using
models S3 and A3 with a calculation time ratio TS3/TA3 5 56%

Fig. 8 Time history of tip axial deformation of a straight canti-
lever beam (inner arm only) analyzed using model S4 and the
linear model without rigid-body degrees-of-freedom
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5.4 Verification of Model S5: Bending-Only Beam Model.
The roll-up problem was a suitable benchmark for verifying pla-
nar geometrically nonlinear bending analysis. When a point
moment (k� 2pEIyy/L) is applied to the free end of a cantilever
beam, the beam becomes a perfect circle at k¼ 1, if the simulation
model is accurate. In other words, the free and fixed ends are at
the same position when the cantilever beam forms a perfect circle.
The fixed end of the cantilever beam is located at the origin of the
global coordinate system. The structural parameters of the beam
are L¼ 3.2 m, E¼ 200 GPa, and second moment area-
¼ 1.333� 10�8 m4, used in Refs. [43] and [49]. The cantilever
beam was discretized into one element of model S5. Owing to the
cantilever boundary condition (i.e., linear constraint), the rigid-
body degree-of-freedom defined by vector h

1 was removed from
the generalized coordinate in Eq. (12) before analysis. Thus, the
one-element model had one degree-of-freedom (i.e., (jy)1). Figure
9 shows the cantilever shapes with moment coefficients k¼ 0, 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1 obtained from model S5. The beam line
between the two nodes of one element was interpolated using Eq.
(9). When k¼ 1, the cantilever beam became a perfect circle,
which demonstrated that model S5 converged to the exact solution
with one element and one degree-of-freedom. The proposed
model converges to the exact solution, irrespective of the element
discretization, with an error less than the Newton Raphson itera-
tion tolerance, which is generally employed in static analysis.
This is because both the roll-up shape and strain-based elements
have a constant curvature along the beam axis. The curvature of
the roll-up shape (i.e., the exact solution) changes with changing
k. The proposed model converges to the exact solution irrespec-
tive of the changes in k because the roll-up shape for any k has a
constant curvature along the beam axis.

5.5 Verification of Model S6: Rigid Body Model. Model
S6, was verified by comparison with model A6, which was experi-
mentally validated in our previous paper [32]. We simulated a
multiple pendulum under gravitational forces. The pendulum was
composed of 10 rigid bodies with the same structural parameters:
length 1 m, cross-sectional height 0.01 m, cross-sectional width
0.01 m, and density 2750 kg/m3. The pendulum was placed on the
X-axis at 0 s. Free fall was caused by a gravitational force with a
gravity constant of 9.8 m/s2. Figure 10 shows the time histories of
the X-and Z-coordinates of the free end of the pendulum. Models
S6 and A6 were in agreement. The calculation time ratio was TS6/
TA6¼ 54% because model S6 had fewer degrees-of-freedom and
Lagrange multipliers than model A6.

5.6 Experimental Validation of the Consistent External
Force Modeling of a Hydrodynamic Force. To verify the con-
sistent external force model, we simulated a free-falling tether in

water. Takehara et al. [50] conducted free-fall experiments. The
structural parameters of the tether were L¼ 0.8 m, cross-sectional
diameter 3.4 mm, and E¼ 2.79� 107 Pa. Note that the linear den-
sity presented in Ref. [50] was a typographical error, and the cor-
rect value qA¼ 1.273� 10�2 kg/m presented in Ref. [51] was
used for our simulation. The water density was qf¼ 999.7 kg/m3.
The water flow rate was set to 0 m/s. The hydrodynamic force
coefficients were set to the commonly used values of Cdn¼ 1.2
and Can¼ 2.0. The tether was initially placed horizontally along
the X-axis. The tether was connected to the origin of the global
coordinate system using a ball joint. The gravitational force acted
in the negative Z-direction. The buoyancy effect was considered
in the same way as Ref. [50]. The bending-only beam model S5
was used for this simulation because the bending motion occurred
only on the XZ plane. Model S1 was also used in the comparison
and verification of the consistent external force model. Figure 11
shows the time histories of the X-and Z-coordinates of the mid
and tip points of the tether. Owing to the damping effect of the
hydrodynamic force, the tether position moved toward the Z-axis
from the X-axis. The simulation results of our proposed models
were in agreement with the experimental results by Takehara
et al. [50], which demonstrated that the external force model can
be consistently and accurately coupled with our proposed multifi-
delity models. Here, the time steps for models S1 and S5 were set
to the maximum possible values while avoiding a numerical

Fig. 9 Roll up of a cantilever beam analyzed using one element
and one degree-of-freedom of model S5

Fig. 10 Time histories of X- and Z-coordinates at the free end a
of ten-body pendulum analyzed using models S6 and A6 with a
calculation time ratio TS6/TA6 5 54%

Fig. 11 Time histories of tip coordinates of a free-falling tether
in water analyzed using models S1 and S5 with a calculation
time ratio TS1/TS5 5 2%, where experimental data was cited from
Ref. [50]
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divergence. The time steps determined for models S1 and S5 were
0.0005 and 0.02 s, respectively. The calculation time ratio TS5/TS1

was 2% when these time steps were used in the models. This dem-
onstrated the usefulness of the low-fidelity model.

6 Conclusions

This study aimed to develop a novel consistent multifidelity
modeling framework for the component-level structural and
system-level multibody dynamic analyses of slender structures.

The proposed multifidelity model generates model S1 (Euler–
Bernoulli beam model), model S2 (Euler–Bernoulli beam model
without axial extension), model S3 (torsion-only beam model),
model S4 (extension-only truss model), model S5 (bending-only
beam model), and model S6 (rigid-body model). The proposed
multifidelity model addresses the four problems associated with
conventional ANCF-based multifidelity modeling, which uses
internal constraint equations.

The first and second problems (a large number of variables and
Lagrange multipliers) were solved by proposing consistent strain-
based multifidelity modeling that uses vector–strain transformations
rather than the internal constraint equations used in conventional
ANCF-based multifidelity modeling.

The third problem (difficulty in producing the Euler–Bernoulli
beam model without axial extension) was solved by transforming
the vector variables of the ANCF into three strain variables with-
out axial strain. Model S2 can employ a larger time-step without
numerical damping than model S1 because the high-frequency
axial deformation is explicitly removed from model S2. In the
benchmark L-beam analysis, model S2 exhibited a calculation
time reduction of more than 98% compared with model S1.

The fourth problem (the lack of torsion-only beam, extension-
only truss, and bending-only beam models) was solved by propos-
ing vector–strain transformations with only one strain variable.
These low-fidelity models have rigid-body degrees-of-freedom,
unlike conventional linear models. Thus, they can be used not
only for component-level structural analysis but also for system-
level multibody dynamic analysis. It is worth mentioning that
model S5 converged to the exact solution in the benchmark roll-
up analysis with one element and one degree-of-freedom.

All fidelity models obtained from the proposed framework con-
sistently use the same external force model, which produces a
straightforward simulation program. Moreover, the proposed
strain-based multifidelity models enable more straightforward
external force modeling than the conventional strain-based formu-
lation by using the shape function of ANCF. A hydrodynamic
force based on Morison’s equation was presented as an example
of a consistent and straightforward external force model. The sim-
ulation of the proposed models agreed with the experimental data
of free-falling tether in water by Takehara et al. [50], which dem-
onstrated that external force modeling can be consistently and
accurately used for the proposed multifidelity models.

Although the relatively high computational speeds of the low-
fidelity models proposed in this study could be beneficial in
designing slender structures, their accuracies could not be retained
for all structures when the assumptions (e.g., zero shear deforma-
tion) introduced in the velocity transformation process were not
valid. In our future studies, we shall introduce shear deformation
into the proposed strain-based multifidelity modeling approach to
consider thick beam structures.
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Nomenclature

A ¼ cross-sectional area
B ¼ velocity transformation matrix
C ¼ damping matrix related to a hydrodynamic force
C ¼ coefficient of a hydrodynamic force
D ¼ diameter of beam
e ¼ generalized coordinate vector of ANCF-based

multifidelity models
EA ¼ extensional stiffness

EIyy, EIzz ¼ bending stiffness around the y and z axes
f ¼ hydrodynamic force acting on beam axis

F ¼ generalized external force vector
Felastic ¼ generalized nonlinear elastic force vector of

ANCF
GJ ¼ torsional stiffness

h ¼ vector composed of r, rx, ry, and rz

I ¼ 3� 3 identity matrix
K ¼ constant stiffness matrix of strain-based multifi-

delity models
l ¼ element length

L ¼ body length
M ¼ mass matrix
n ¼ number of elements per body
N ¼ number of variables
q ¼ generalized coordinate vector of strain-based

multifidelity models
r ¼ position vector

rx, ry, rz ¼ gradient vectors
s ¼ curvilinear coordinate
S ¼ shape function of ANCF

Sx ¼ shape function of ANCF differentiated with
respect to x

T ¼ calculation time
_U ¼ flow velocity

cxy, cyz, czx ¼ shear strains
e ¼ elemental strain vector
ex ¼ axial extensional strain

ey, ez ¼ transverse extensional strains
j ¼ matrix composed of strains

jx, jy, jz ¼ torsional and bending curvatures
k ¼ Lagrange’s undetermined multiplier
q ¼ material density

qA ¼ linear density
qf ¼ flow density

qIxx, qIyy, qIzz ¼ rotational inertias around the x, y, and z axes
U ¼ constraint vector

Subscripts and Superscripts

( )a ¼ acceleration-dependent variable
( )an ¼ acceleration-dependent variable related to the

normal direction of a beam axis
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( )d ¼ damping-dependent variable
( )dn ¼ damping-dependent variable related to normal

direction of beam axis
( )i ¼ variable related to element i
( )i ¼ variable related to node i
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